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We have measured the picosecond transient carrier response of InGaMnAs/InP by two-color pump–
probe spectroscopy, using an intense near-infrared beam as the pump and a 52.5 m 共5.7 THz兲 beam
as the probe. We observed strongly nonexponential decays, especially at high pump fluences and
low temperatures, where a pronounced dip developed in the terahertz differential transmission. This
dip disappeared at the highest fluence where a transmission plateau versus time delay was observed.
Our band structure calculations suggest that this intriguing behavior may be due to carrier dynamics
associated with ⌫–L intervalley scattering that becomes efficient when ferromagnetism modifies the
band structure. © 2003 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.1555375兴

high enough. We speculate that band structure modifications
due to ferromagnetic order at low temperatures are playing
an important role in the observed effects.
We studied a lattice-matched ferromagnetic structure. It
consisted of a 50 nm thick (In0.53Ga0.47) 1⫺x Mnx As magnetic
layer on top of a 100 nm In0.53Ga0.47As nonmagnetic buffer
layer grown on an InP共001兲 substrate with a substrate temperature of 186 °C. 10 Typical hole densities and mobilities
are 2 – 3⫻1019 cm⫺3 and ⬃20 cm2 /V s, respectively. A Curie temperature (T c ) of 100–120 K has been achieved in
these structures for x⫽0.13, which is comparable to or
higher than the highest T c achieved in 共Ga,Mn兲As (T c
⫽100– 110 K for x⬃0.05). Unlike the 共Ga,Mn兲As system,
T c does not saturate above 5% Mn content and increases in
regions of high x. The magnetization easy axis is in the plane
of the epilayer. The sample studied in this work had x
⫽0.13 and a T c ⬃110 K.
The NIR source 共pump laser兲 was a Ti:sapphire-based
regenerative amplifier operating at 800 nm with a pulse
width ⬃1 ps. The THz source 共probe laser兲 was the Stanford
FEL, operating at 52.5 m 共5.7 THz兲 with a pulse width of
⬃2 ps. 11 The NIR and THz beams were combined by a Pellicle plate and then focused onto the sample, which was
placed in a helium flow cryostat with polypropylene windows. The measurements were performed in both transmission and reflection (45°) geometries. A liquid-helium-cooled
Ge:Ga photoconductive detector with Si filter was used to
detect the THz beam transmitted through or reflected from
the sample.

The advent of III–V magnetic semiconductors has
opened up new possibilities for exploring spin-dependent
phenomena as well as fabricating devices based on both the
charge and spin degrees of freedom of electrons. In particular, the discovery of carrier-induced ferromagnetism has provided a unique system for studying the physics of itinerant
carriers interacting with localized Mn spins.1–5 Although
electrical transport and magnetic properties have been extensively investigated, there has been limited success in exploring the optical properties of 共III, Mn兲V systems.6 –9
We have measured the picosecond transient carrier response of InGaMnAs/InP 共Ref. 10兲 by two-color pump–
probe spectroscopy at different temperatures and pump intensities. We used an intense picosecond pulse of nearinfrared 共NIR兲 radiation to create a large density of
nonequilibrium carriers, which modifies the transmission and
reflection of a delayed pulse of terahertz 共THz兲 radiation.
Our measurements demonstrate that the THz response of the
transient carriers is very sensitive to both the temperature
and pump intensity. In particular, at low temperatures and
high pump intensities, we observed interesting substructure
in carrier decay signals. Our band structure calculations
based on a 30-band k"p model suggest that this behavior may
be related to ⌫–L intervalley scattering, which is possible
only when the quasi-Fermi energy in the ⌫ valley becomes
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FIG. 1. THz transmission vs time delay at 共a兲 40 K and 共b兲 294 K for pump
fluences of 共from largest to smallest transmission change兲 10, 4.0, 1.3, 0.6,
0.4, and 0.1 mJ/cm2 . The shoulder around 300 ps appears at low temperature and high pump fluence.

Figures 1共a兲 and 1共b兲 show the differential transmission
of THz radiation for the InGaMnAs sample as a function of
time delay for a range of NIR pump fluences
(10– 0.1 mJ/cm2 ) at 共a兲 40 and 共b兲 294 K. At the lowest
temperature and fluence, the differential transmission jumps
to 14% when the pump and probe coincide, then decays back
to zero with a decay time of 100 ps. As the pump fluence is
increased, the transmission jump and decay time get larger,
up to 78% and 810 ps at the highest pump fluence. The
transmission develops an interesting shoulder at higher fluences which is most pronunced at 4.0 mJ/cm2 , rising to
roughly 10% above the low-intensity decay shape and situated at 250 ps. At 10 mJ/cm2 , the transmission does not begin to decrease until after the shoulder, at about 400 ps. At
room temperature, the initial transmission change varies
smoothly from 4% at 0.1 mJ/cm2 to 81% at 10 mJ/cm2 , and
the decay time from 100 to 400 ps. The shoulder is not
present at room temperature except for a broad, shallow
bump at 10 mJ/cm2 centered around 400 ps. We performed
detailed temperature and power dependence studies, and
found that the initial transmission change stays roughly constant regardless of temperature and the decay time increases
when the shoulder appears. The shoulder is present and about
10% high at temperatures of 220 K and below for
10 mJ/cm2 , and appears at lower fluences for temperatures
around 110 K and below. In another sample with x⫽0.13
and T c ⬃80 K, preliminary power and temperature dependence measurements indicated similar behavior, including
the appearance of the shoulder at low temperatures and high
fluences.

FIG. 2. Reference sample without InGaMnAs layer: THz transmission vs
time delay at 40 and 140 K for a pump fluence of 10 mJ/cm2 demonstrates
the absence of the dip observed for the magnetic sample at high pump
fluences and low temperatures 关see Fig. 1共a兲兴.
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FIG. 3. Probe reflection vs time delay for the InGaMnAs sample for a pump
fluence of 10 mJ/cm2 . Note that there is no peak in the reflectivity around
200 ps which could cause the dip in transmission.

Measurements were also performed on a reference
sample consisting of InGaAs共100 nm兲/InP. Figure 2 shows
the THz differential transmission of the reference sample as a
function of time delay for a pump fluence of 10 mJ/cm2 at 40
and 140 K. We observed a faster relaxation time in the reference sample than in the magnetic sample with weak temperature dependence. The absence of the shoulder at low
temperature indicates that the features observed in the magnetic sample are due to the InGaMnAs layer.
Figure 3 shows the probe reflection as a function of time
delay with the T c ⬃110 K sample tilted 45° with respect to
the incident beam, at a pump fluence of 10 mJ/cm2 and a
range of temperatures. There is no peak around 200 ps which
might explain the appearance of a dip in transmission.
In order to better understand our observations, we performed calculations to model the band structure and allowed
optical transitions. Our calculations are based on a 30 band
k"p model12–14 using the virtual crystal approximation for
the InGaAs alloy, similar to work done on AlGaAs.15 Results
for In0.53Ga0.47As give us a gap of ⬃0.8 eV, a ⌫ valley conduction band edge mass of m * ⫽0.043m 0 , and a spin-orbit
splitting of 0.37 eV. The minimum of the satellite L valley is
about 0.7 eV above the ⌫ valley minimum.
Figure 4 shows the allowed optical transitions for an 800
nm pump 共1.55 eV兲, which originate from each of the three
valence bands: heavy hole, light hole, and spin-orbit-splitoff.
The transition from the heavy hole to the ⌫ valley conduc-

FIG. 4. Electronic structure for In0.53Ga0.47As calculated from the 30 band
k"p model. The conduction and valence bands are shown from the ⌫ point
along the X and L directions to 0.2 of the zone edge. For photoexcitation by
an 800 nm laser, three optical transitions are possible.
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tion band is near the threshold for transfer to the satellite L
valley. This allows the ⌫ electrons to scatter back and forth
from the L valley.16 This effect may be more pronounced at
high pump intensities, giving rise to additional structure in
the differential transmission plots. In addition, Mn doping
may create electrons which are energetically able to scatter
into the L valley.
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